AbsfrubEstimation of on-off timing of human skeletal mus-
We assume that the corrupting noise is stationary and the signal is a nonstationary Gaussian processes that is independent between different trials. Thus the signal and noise can he further expressed as s(.$,t) E N(O,us(t),() and n(c7t) E N(olun,F) ' where represents the number of the experiment. In our study, it represents the sequence number of foot steps on a treadmill. Given a sampled signal (s,(c)) and noise (ni(<)), the ith measured data value is Index Terms-EMG, gait analysis, signal detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many clinical applications, such as gait analysis and coordination studies, require accurate detection of when, and for how long, muscles are active. The primary instrument for this measurement is the surface electromyogram (EMG), in which a composite electrical signal is measured of the electrical (1) activity in the nearby muscle tissue. The early methods for detecting muscle activation were based on setting a threshold of EMG envelop amplitude to discriminate the background where s i ( ( ) and ni(() are s(.$,i) and n((,i), respectively. noise from the signal generated by active muscle[l], [6] . Nor-Given the assumed independent and Gaussian processes, s ( t ) mally, the threshold level is chosen heuristically. This kind of and n(t), the probability distribution of zi is given as approach is generally not satisfactory, since measured results depend strongly on the choice of threshold [7] . Moreover, these traditional methods do not allow the user to set independently The probability that a specific noise sample is above a fixed threshold C is
From (7) we can obtain
where x ?~ (P, U) is the inverse chi-square cumulative distribution function with U degrees of freedom.
Similarly, when signal si and noise n; are both present, the probability density function is given by (4). It follows that the probability Pdk that the kth sample is above the threshold is given by 
B. Selection of Detector Parameters
Given a user-selected Pfa, we now calculate the correspond C. The probability 5, (T 2 T~; m) that at least TO samples out of rn exceed the threshold is given by where P is the probability that a single sample crosses the threshold.
Then the false-alann probability Pfa is the probability that noise samples are incorrectly interpreted as signal, and is obtained from (IO) by posing P = Pc, i.e. and similarly the probability of detection, Pd, is the probability that signal samples, although corrupted by noise, are correctly recognized, and it is obtained by substituting P with Pdk in Eq.10, as shown by
The user sets the desired values Pfa and requested time resolution. Tuning the statistical detector consists of choosing the length of the observation window (m) and two thresholds, TO and C.
In this study, the sampling rate is 1lCHz. In order to achieve a time resolution for IOms, the observation window, m, must be 10 points. It has been simulated [2] that if Pfa is fixed the Pd increases as TO decreases. This behavior does not depend on the values assumed by m and SNR and, hence, may be considered as general. It follows that to reach the highest Pd, the TO should be set to its minimum value of 1.
After selection of TO and time resolution, the last step is the selection of 6. Given the user selected Pf., Eq. (I I) is solved with respect to Pc. By substituting PC into Eq. (8), we then obtain the first threshold e.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

A. Measurement of EMG signal
The three male volunteers (aged 22-30) were required to run on a treadmill and EMG data were acquired from six different muscle groups of the leg. Also, a sensor was put under the heel inside the shoe to provide a synchronization signal for the heel strike. The EMG signals were amplified, with gain of 2,000, and sampled with an A D card with the synchronizing signal at 1,000 samples per second, after filtering with an appropriate antialiasing filter. Fig. 1 shows representative EMG data from a subject. The raw EMG signals were divided into segments of a single stride (between two consecutive heel strikes) based on the synchronization signal.
The detection algorithm was implemented in Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) on an 1.8 GHz AMD Athlon processor IBM-compatible PC. Software was written to incorporate a Graphical User Interface so that users can monitor the procedures and results visually. Results were calculated for Bonato et. al.'s method and the proposed method using for 9 measurements from 3 subjects for the biceps femoris (BF) and semitendinosus (ST). Pf. was set to 0.05 for both method and the results are shown in Figs.3 and 4. 
B. Computation Steps used for Bornto's method
The steps for Bonatos's detection is as follows: 1) the raw EMG signal, {z$}, of one stride is loaded 2) the raw signal is whitened to make the samples of {zt} uncorrelated with each other 3) the squared values of two successive samples of whitening output are summed and the auxiliary sequence, 2% is generated using Eq.3 4) a user identifies a segment of background noise using the GUI windows and then the averaged standard deviation of the noise, on, is obtained 5 ) the width of the detecting window, m, is set to 5, the second threshold, TO is set to 1 and the false-alarm probability, Pm, is set to 0.05 and the value of Pc calculated for a real root between 0 and 1 in (1 1) 6) values of nn and Pc are substituted into (8) with the U = 2 to calculate C 7) the detection window is slid along the auxiliary sequence, {q}. The muscle is considered active, wherever more than TO samples in the detection window have a value greater than C 8) the detection sequence obtained in step I, is further analysed to reject spurious transitions (or pulses) whose width are less than 30 samples.
10-
C. Computation Steps Used for Present Method
The steps for present method are similar to those of Bon-1) instead of load one stride of these EMG signals, v strides of EMG signals are loaded, and are time aligned with heel strike synchronization signal ato's, with some differences:
2) the auxilliary sequence {q} is obtained via Eq.3 3) solving Eq.11 by setting m = 10 (its time width is the same as m = 5 in Bonato's methd) TO = 1 and Pf. = 0.05; selecting the reasonable root as Pc 4) substituting the values of un and Pc into Eq. 8 and the first threshold C is obtained 5 ) following steps are the same as steps 7) to 8) in Bonato's method. Two muscle activation parameters are frequently used in clinical applications: the Activation Interval defined as activation time of the muscle in one stride normalized with respect stride duration; and On-set time, the time instant when muscle is activated normalized to smde duration. In Table I The challenge is how to perform signal estimation from noise contaminated EMG. Generally, visual inspection is considered to provide highly accurate event detection, because all details of the signal can he assessed by the expertise of expert. For specific applications, besides the accuracy in the detection, the speed of the algorithm can he an important consideration [3]. Algorithms which with high computational time are unsuitable for online detection. One specific drawback to the method of Bonato et al.
[2] is that in order for the detection probability (I'd) to be maximum when Pf. is fixed, the second threshold has to he chosen as equal to one. This implies that the second threshold is fixed during detection, which implies that the double-threshold detector actually becomes single threshold detector.
The method proposed in this study does not require the signal whitening step which is needed previously. The signal whitening precess takes a lot of computational time as shown in Table I . Moreover the whitening process reduces the signal to noise ratio and consequently reduce the detection prohahility of the signal, especially when the muscle is activated at low contraction level. This feature will causes the detector to miss a part of activation interval as can he seen in Table I . The detector results (Activation Interval and On-set time) of present method are closer to the visual detection values. One possible disadvantage of the proposed method is the requirement to have multiple samples from repetitions of activity; however, for studies such as gait analysis samples from multiple steps are uniformly available.
The methods proposed in this study provides a fast and more reliable muscle on-off detection. It may be a useful tool for the analysis of surface EMG signal recorded during movement, especially for human kinematics study.
